Thursday, April 2015

10:00-12:45 Registration / Lunch, "sur le pouce"
12:45-13:00 Welcome
Anne PROZEWICZ, Philip CARR, Jacques DURAND

13:00-13:35 PLENARY SESSION
Marti BARNAMESHI (University of Manchester, United Kingdom; Amphi F417): The Socialisation of the NORTH-WESTER language in Manchester English

14:00-14:30 GENERAL SESSION A
Parallel session 1 (Amphi F417)
Chair: J. Stuart-Smith
F. TECHER (Université Paris 7, France); N. BAULER (Université Paris 7, France); T. LEHMAN (University of Geneva, Switzerland) The CV and CVV/FC: French enclitisation and liaison Among French learners of English
B. HANNISGDAL (University of Bergen, Norway): A corpus-based study of V-Jappings in American English broadcast speech
P. STRYCHARZUK (Queen Margaret University, UK); J. GOODIE (Queen Margaret University, UK): Emerging lacy contexts in Standard Southern British English

15:00-15:30 WORKSHOP A
Focus on current PAC research (Amphi F417)
Chair: S. Hermann
16:00-16:30 J. DURAND, S. NAVARRO, C. VOLLAIN (Université Tours-2, France): Plural in the PAC corpora: a phonologically motivated phenomenon or a relic of historical change?
18:30-17:30 S. NAVARRO (Université Tours-2, France): English - etymology, empirical data and phonological reasoning
C. VOLLAIN (Université Tours-2, France): The MV in the light of the PAC New Zealand corpus: from empirical data to a Dependency analysis

17:30-18:25 PLENARY SESSION
Georgi DOCHERTY (University of Auckland, Australia; Amphi F417): Mapping vowel realisation in forms corpus of untrained West Australian English

Friday, April 2015

9:00-09:55 PLENARY SESSION
Jane STUART-SMITH (University of Glasgow, Scotland; Amphi F417): ‘Bring back the fatted calf’? An acoustic study of real-time change across a century of Glaswegian dialect

09:55-10:20 GENERAL SESSION B
Parallel session 1 (Amphi F417)
Chair: P. CARR
R. DOMANES (University of Amsterdam, Netherlands): Variation in African English and the issue of gender
L. GOUDET (Université Paris 13, France): Mental lexicon: The role of attitudinal meaning for metathesis in a naïve corpus
V. LAJOS (University of Freiburg, Germany): Diversity within diversity: Eastern European English in Toronto

10:20-10:50 Parallel session 2 (Fr: F422)
Chair: S. Wilhelm
M. SECKUTH (University of York, UK); A. HAY (University of Canterbury, NZ): Changing word usage patterns lead to changing word databases in New Zealand English
M. KUL (Universität Münster, Germany); P. ZYDROUKIS (Universität Münster, Germany): A corpus-based study of novel reduplication, its use as speech markers, comparison between English and Polish
V. LAJOS (University of Freiburg, Germany): Diversity within diversity: Eastern European English in Toronto

10:50-11:20 Parallel session 2 (Fr: F412)
Chair: G. Darchenty
M. AMANO (University of Paris 7, France): Do you say Face or Faces? Variation in French Gender novices in the TIL Corpus
C. BOLZON (Université Lille 3, France); K. D’OANNIS (Université Lille 3, France): The interaction of opposition and evaluation in the French of French learners
O. CLAIN (Université de Saint-Dié, France): The phonological features of citation in contemporary English: a case of non-phonology?

11:20-11:50 WORKSHOP A
Y. GEBULD (Université Aix-Marseille, France): Perception of English accents by French learners of English
H. KOBAYASHI (Daisaka Prefectural University, Japan): Partial Reduplication in English scalon (Animalia, Theria)
M. PANIK, E. FERRAND, F. ZUMSTEIN (Université Paris 7, France): TH-Napping and allomorphy in British English
N. A. OZGUR, Z. SU (University of Georgia, United States); U. YATIES (University of Georgia, United States): Word order in the PAC corpora: An analysis of the English language data
S. N. SAWH, S. R. DAS-GANJAL (Drum Institute of Technology, India): Phonetic Properties of Native Bengali speakers: English pronunciation - Analyzed by Automatic Phoneme Alignment Using F2A
H. STEIGERTHAL (University of Bremen, Germany): English in Namibia—A New Variety?—Language Use and Variety Status in Five Namibian Communities

11:50-12:30 POSTER SESSION
13:00-13:30 LUNCH
13:30-14:25 PLENARY SESSION
Eri YAMAIDA (Kakusei University, Japan; Amphi F417): An overview of the approach to word stress in English in the generative tradition—from SPE to current Optimality treatment